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Listen Up!

Tips for success from your
very own school survival guru
By Devon Kelliher ‘13
Creativity Director
I can remember my sixth grade
self plastered in front of the television watching Ned’s Declassified School Survival Guide in an
attempt to learn how to survive
middle school. The majority of
the tips were irrelevant and unhelpful, and while the show provided my adolescent self with
a great deal of entertainment, I
found myself focusing on the
reasons why the two main char-

acters should start dating, rather
than on what the show was trying
to teach me about being a middle
schooler.
I wasn’t able to be guided
by the bright Nickelodeon stars
through my middle and high
school career, but I somehow
managed to make it through and
am writing this article today in an
attempt to teach you all, especially you new students, how to survive Rivers. The phrase “survival
guide” seems to imply that Rivers is a chaotic and intimidating
environment. Now, while we do
Continued on page 5

School feels Rizoli’s absence,
while others help fill the void
By Sam Higgins ‘14
Assitant Editor
As the Rivers community is
well aware, Mr. Rick Rizoli, Director of College Counseling for
the last twenty-seven years, suffered a devastating accident this
past June.
Rizoli was struck by an automobile while riding his bicycle,

resulting in a serious spinal cord
injury. Since the accident, Rizoli
has undergone spinal surgery and
acute rehabilitation. Through it all,
Rizoli has maintained an ever-positive attitude. Due to the nature of
his recovery, it will not be possible
for Rizoli to resume his position
this school year in the same way
he has in past years. While he progresses down the road of recuperation, many uncertainties lie ahead
Continued on page 2

Students organize for success
Seniors kick off the school year by painting their cars for orientation day. Photo taken by Arianna Zhang.

Let the back-to-school shopping begin: Staples, here we come!
By Simi Mirchandani ‘13
Layout Editor
Organizing is definitely an essential aspect of a schooling experience. Although it is not the
only thing that constitutes doing
well in a class, it most certainly
aids the process. Good organization leads to good focus, which
in turn leads to positive results.
Successful organization techniques are different for everyone.
Determining your way to thrive
is a long process, but most definitely worth it.
So, what is organization?
Organization, contrary to
popular belief, is not just binders and dividers. It is the ability

to plan, be self-disciplined, set a
goal, and work towards that goal.
Organization also involves timemanagement, setting schedules,
and prioritization. Organization
makes it apparent as to what you
want to do, when you want to do
it by, and how you want to do it.
This form of organization organizes your thoughts and organized
thoughts correspond to organized
learning and a successful you.
Why should you organize?
Organization makes everything clear. It helps you know,
at a glance, what is expected of
you, and helps you prepare to
meet deadlines and expectations.
An organized person is a person
who is less likely to forget to do
an assignment. An organized person is a person who is more likely

to be on top of his or her game.
“Clear” organization leads to
clear thoughts, and analogously,
“messy” organization leads to
messy thoughts.
So, how should you organize?
However works for you! If it
means a binder for every class,
so be it! If it means a binder for
each class at home, so be it! If it
means using a planner, so be it! If
it means having a separate binder
for study guides, so be it! If it
means having papers scattered in
your bag, so be it (as long as it
works for you)! One man’s food is
another man’s poison. Organization that creates clear thoughts for
you might create messy thoughts
for someone else. It is important
to find your food, so to speak, so
Continued on page 6

1. Rivers Girls’ Soccer for
gold?! After watching U.S.
Women’s Coach Pia Sundhage
coach the Women’s Soccer Team
to a triumphant Olympics, only
one name comes to my mind:
Coach Donahue. Both masterminds coach at a controlled
tempo and believe that smart
plays wins matches. Though
their coaching abilities are on
par, one could not even begin to
compare the appearance of the
two, as Sdon is obviously the
better-looking one.
In addition, the crosses from
star Alex Morgan to midfielder
Carli Lloyd in the finals against
Japan resembled much of the
chemistry between Rivers captains Nicky Wilkins and Carly
Devereux. The stellar leadership from these captains will

be heavily relied on in a muchanticipated season for the girls’
soccer powerhouse.
2. Defending the Crown: In
the 2012 Olympics, the United
States Men’s Basketball Team
lived up to the hype surrounding
their return to the national stage
as favorites. The poise that they
showed under such heavy pressure is the same challenge that
the Rivers Girls’ Field Hockey
Team will have to overcome
if they hope to defend their
NEPSAC championship. For
the U.S., young guns such as
Carmelo Anthony and Lebron
James proved to be pivotal to
the team’s success throughout
pool play, while Kobe Bryant,
who participated in his third
straight Olympics, provided the
Continued on page 2

As 2012 Summer Olympics come to a close, Redwing athletes start warming up
By Louis Shaevel ‘13
Sports Editor
As the Summer Olympics
came to a close on August 12th,
the avid sports fan could only
be touched by everything London 2012 had to offer. We held
our breath with Michael Phelps
as he pursued his world record
count of medals, and were inspired with every lap the double
amputee Oscar Pistorius ran; it
truly was an awe-inspiring three
weeks. That being said, what
does one have to look forward
to now? Here’s my answer: the
Rivers 2012-2013 athletic season.
The United States prevailed
over all other nations with a total

The striking resemblance between Coaches Sundhage and Donahue mirors
their similar coaching dispositions. Photos provided by Louis Shaevel ‘13.
of 104 medals, including 46 gold
ones. A Redwing enthusiast like
me can only be optimistic based
on the indisputable parallels
that can be made between the
United States Olympic team and

the potential for all of the Rivers squads for this upcoming
academic year. If some of you
out there are having a tough time
seeing what us hopeful fans see,
I’ve created a list for you.
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2012 inspire to help him and Lyons deliver quality college counseling
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Continued from page 1
experience needed to attain the
venerated title of World Champions. This invaluable balance
has also been proven to work for
the Rivers Field Hockey team
who won last year with Seniors
Elizabeth Hitti and Julia Taylor
at the helm of a young program
that harbored Field Hockey phenoms such as Kate Mecke, Sara
Hyde, and Kat Dutile. This year,
those three will captain an even
younger squad. If this very formula was advantageous to USA
men’s basketball, then why not
Rivers field hockey?
3. The comeback kids: After
returning empty-handed from
Sydney, Athens, and Beijing, the
United States Women’s Gymnastics Team was able to end the
drought by capturing a team gold
in London. With such a young
team, the oldest member being
Ali Raisman at twenty, a greater
burden was put on the coaching
staff along with the leader of the
team, Jordyn Wieber. In addition, there was not one returning
member from the 2008 squad
(Alicia Sacramone and Nastia
Liukin both made last-second
attempts to join the team but fell
just short during the Olympic
Trials in early July).
The Rivers Boys’ Varsity Soccer Team is in a similar position
as the U.S. Women’s Gymnastics Squad going into this season
as the ‘Wings make another bid
at the prestigious ISL title. Like
the Golden Girls, the team is
an inexperienced one; they lost
nine seniors from last year and
only have five going into this
season. Despite this hindrance,
Captains Bobby McSweeney
and Matt Dias Costa have all the
credentials necessary to overcome this obstacle. Dias Costa
is a four-year veteran who eats,
sleeps, and breathes Rivers Soccer, while McSweeney is horse
on the defensive end and knows
what it takes to win. Finally,
Rivers could not ask for anyone
more capable of leading the team
than Coach Bob Pipe, who, aside
from all of his accomplishments,
is a gentleman in every sense
of the word. Despite the team’s
youth, Redwing Soccer has everything in place to rebound
from a shaky 2011 season.
Although Rio may seem despairingly far away, we are fortunate to have plenty of Rivers
athletic seasons to hold us over
until the summer of 2016 comes
around. Until then, Rivers’ teams
look to have plenty of wins coming their way. As the school year
begins, we’re all anxious to see
whether or not Rivers will hold
the same athletic dominance in
the ISL that the US held in London.

Continued from page 1
for Rizoli as we eagerly await his
return.
As a result of Rizoli’s absence,
the College Department has experienced some significant modifications. Mr. Lyons especially has
embraced much bigger responsibilities in the College Office than
what he had in the past, and he is
playing a fundamental role this upcoming year.
“Mr. Lyons is running the
show; his experience is incredible
and he has stepped up as a leader
in the college office,” said Olverson. Furthermore, Ms. Bossange,
College Counseling assistant, has
accepted extra duties within the

College Office, and has worked
far more than what is obliged of
her. Also, Mr. Olverson, Head of
School, and Ms. Carbery, Head of
Upper School, have taken on the
additional responsibility as college
counselors alongside Mr. Lyons.
Olverson, Carbery and Lions, all
experienced in the field of college
counseling, have worked diligently
to formulate a system that provides
each senior with individual attention.
Olverson commented, “It is a
high concern of ours to make sure
there is no disruption of high quality service to the seniors… our responsibility as college counselors
for these students is at the top of

our priority list for the fall.”
Rather than hiring a retired college counselor, Olverson and Carbery decided it would be more efficient to do the job themselves since
they already have well established
relationships with the students
here, and there will be few dilemmas with contacting key people
and retrieving important information for their advisees. Moreover,
this new college counseling team
is determined to make this year a
success with an intricately crafted
game plan.
“We [all] have done counseling
[and] we know how this is done.
We are picking up the slack and we
are confident about [our] system,”

added Olverson.
Despite the fact that Rizoli will
not be on campus full time at the
start of the year, he will be in direct
contact with Lyons, Olverson and
Carbery on a regular basis regarding each senior’s college process.
Mr. Rizoli is very much the same
person, and he is anxious to get
back to work and to return to the
Rivers community. Messages of
support and encouragement can be
sent to him via email at: supportrick@rivers.org. Until his return,
students, parents, and staff will
miss him terribly. We will keep
him in our hearts and hope for the
best while he fights this battle and
continues to grow stronger.

Sages and Seekers: uniting the young and old through story
By Henry Lober‘14
Contributing Writer
The steady drip of the melting
icicles and the cool winter breeze
floating through the half open
window lulled me into a daze. At
the last check the clock read twenty past twelve. Ten more minutes
and the long school day would
draw to a close leaving nothing
but freedom ahead of me. I was
awakened from my daze by Mrs.
Mertsch as she raised her voice
above the din of students packing
up to announce a new program
starting next week.
The class quieted, intrigued
by this announcement. The program, known as Sages and Seekers, would pair sophomores with
senior citizens who would share
their life stories. As one could
have anticipated, this announcement did not bring much excitement to the faces of the fifteen
weary tenth graders staring back
at her.
To me, the announcement
brought nothing but dread of the
Wednesdays to come. As soon as
the words left her mouth, I envisioned the hour and ten minute
sessions full of awkward silences
and frequent checks of the clock.
But what my fourteen classmates
and I did not realize was how
much the stories we would hear
would change us.
The program known as Sages
and Seekers was initially founded
by Elly Katz in February 2008.
Katz was inspired to start this program by a motivational speaker
she heard on the car radio driving home. The speaker spoke of
the world as being in a state of
“apocalypse” and that it was time
for people to follow their true passion and change the world. This
call to action inspired Elly to start
a program that would connect two
generations, and build a sense of
community that many people believe has been compromised.
According to Erik Erikson,
developmental psychologist, “the
elders of society were the trans-

mitters of tradition, the guardians of ancestral values, and the
providers of community…their
life histories provided the warp
on which the lively threads of the
ongoing community were woven.
This interconnectedness of the
social fabric, which stressed the
interdependence of all age groups,
tended to establish a harmonious
wholeness.”
Sages and Seekers attempts
to provide these important connections between the young and
the old. Sages and Seekers have
started programs in seven schools,
drawing seniors from thirteen different communities and serving
over five hundred participants. It
is safe to say that Elly Katz has
followed her passion and made
positive change.
Sages and Seekers first came to
Rivers through Mrs. Szretter, who
implemented it with the hope of
bringing two generations together.
Mr. Caplan took over the program
after Mrs. Szretter, and made it an
official part of his sophomores’
curriculum for two years. The idea
of connecting two different types
of people greatly appealed to Mrs.
Mertsch, tenth and eleventh grade
English teacher, so she too took
over the program.
“I thought it fit well with the
sophomore question, ‘How do my
choices define me and my relationships with others?’ since students got to hear about important
choices that the seniors had made
and the impact these choices had
on them and their lives,” said Mrs.

Mertsch. This program was intended to not only teach us valuable lessons but to teach us how
to use important skill sets such as
writing, public speaking, and interpersonal skills.
Fast forward to session two:
In session one we met together as
a group, but this time the group
was split up so that students could
meet the senior citizens one on
one. It was a day I was nervous
for, knowing it would be one with
many uncomfortable moments.
“Speed dating” as they called it
brought along some downsides.
Such as running out of things to
say, and confirming the differences between this older generation
and myself. Though I doubted this
awkwardness would ever change,
the third session proved to change
my view on the entire program.
I was assigned to my sage, Lorraine. Lorraine’s excitement about
the program became my own excitement, and the third session
was filled with amazing stories of
her past. She began with stories of
her own business career, and finished with her time in the marines.
Each story brought with it a new
lesson-- a new takeaway to apply
to my life.
Before long, my classmates
and I began to enjoy these sessions and even look forward to
them. The final assignment, a four
page paper, which we would read
aloud to the Sages, rolled up on us
before we noticed it.
Three days before the paper
was due, I sat down in my room

Connor Rooney ‘14 bonds with his sage. Photo courtesy of Henry Lober.

that day, stunned that time had
passed so quickly. I leaned back
in my chair; frustrated that the
remarkable stories Lorraine had
told were not so remarkable when
I transferred them to paper. Then
it hit me. The material that was so
awe-inspiring was not the stories
that were told, but the lessons that
her stories taught me. Emerging
from my frustrated daze, I continued to write the lessons I learned
from Lorraine’s stories.
The last day of Sages and
Seekers brought plenty of mixed
emotions. Some were relieved,
but many of the students found
themselves sad to see the last session come to a close. According
to incoming junior, Nick Porter,
“I learned many lessons from the
time my sage and I spent together,
so by the last session, I was sad to
see him leave.”
The last day consisted of the
seekers reading aloud the stories
they had written on their sages.
Many of these speeches ended in
tears and hugs, which signaled the
program’s success: connections
were indeed made. The sages’
faces were full of looks of elation
that they could pass down knowledge and lessons to the younger
generation. As my sage, Lorraine
Waybourn, said to me as we gave
our goodbyes, “I’m just glad we
could bring two generations together.”
The Sages and Seekers program brought together senior
citizens and high school students
and gave us a chance to connect.
The sages taught us many lessons
through their interesting stories,
and they simultaneously learned
how powerful their stories were
from our reactions.
According to junior Connor Rooney, “Sages and Seekers
bridges gaps between generations
and allows you to connect with
someone whom you may not have
had the opportunity to connect
with without the program.” After
weeks of the Sages and Seekers
program, many of us emerged as
changed people. We emerged carrying lessons we would not soon
forget.
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Francis, Berger, Bauer and Barns spend their summers
exploring the world beyond the high school campus

Ian Francis (left) interned at Reactive Innovations while Sam Berger (right) spent his summer interning at AGC Partners. Photo courtesy of Facebook.
what they enjoy, explore fields
they could potentially pursue as a
career, and to develop skills they
already possess.
Summer jobs offer students
To most people, summer va- great experiences; even if stucation is a time to unwind after dents are not sure that they want
a long and exhausting year of to pursue those fields as careers,
school. The often mundane school the jobs provide a new productive
routines which occur five days a outlet. Specialized camps are also
week from eight in the morning an excellent way to meet people
to three in the afternoon are over who have the same interests. Infor most and are replaced with ternships give people a taste of
three blissful months of waking the real world, and sometimes an
up whenever one feels like it, and internship can become the kernel
doing whatever one wants to do.
of the beginning of one’s career
For some Rivers students, beyond school. Before we return
however, summer is not a time to to the normal and often repetitive
relax; rather, it is a time to get a rituals that come with the begintaste of the real
ning of the
world beyond
school year,
high school.
“Because of this ex- let us look at
These students
the summer
find a plethora
perience, I am now
experiences
of ways to fill
of four Rivers
up their time
seriously considering seniors: Ian
while others
Francis, Sam
are
content
pursuing chemical en- Berger, Madwith simply redie Bauer, and
laxing. Many gineering as a major in Tim Barns.
get summer
One parjobs, others
college.”
ticular stugo to camps,
dent who took
and some in-Ian Francis ‘13 advantage of
tern at places
summer inwhere
they
ternship opcan get a feel for business or sci- portunities was Ian Francis, one of
ence through internships that they two Rivers seniors to intern at Relearn about from the school. It’s a active Innovations. Francis stated,
great way for people to figure out “Because of this experience, I am
By Joey Sack ‘13
Staff Manager

now seriously considering pur- coffee--or any of what comes to
suing chemical engineering as a mind when some people think
major in college. I learned a lot about internships. He found that
from my coworkers about the life he was able to do actual work that
of an engineer – what it’s like to was a significant help to Reactive
be a college student pursuing the Innovations.
field and the experience of being
“The goal of my project was
an employed
to design
engineer.”
a reactor
Francis ini“Obviously, it was a that would
tially found
be placed
himself in the
different way to spend in the fuel
“new
job”
tanks
of
situation-the summer, but I
Navy fightnot knowing
er jets to
exactly what wouldn’t take it back at filter
the
was expected
oxygen
of him, but any moment, and it was levels
in
eager to learn.
the fuel to
According to
definitely something
below nine
Francis,
he
percent,
was relieved that I was excited about thus preto find that in
venting the
his first few
every day.”
tank from
days at Reacexploding
tive Innova-Sam Berger ‘13 should the
tions, he was
aircraft benot expected
come damto be completely perfect in terms aged,” said Francis.
of his work output.
For him, the real-world appli“Fortunately, nobody expected cation of the tasks he was given
me to understand any of it right made the internship much more
away. My project supervisor, memorable.
Dan, cured me of my ignorance
“I am still not sure if I want to
with about 100 pages of reading, pursue chemical engineering as
consisting primarily of the project a career, but I absolutely want to
proposal and relevant quarterly work for a scientific company on
reports,” Francis said.
the finance side, the business side,
Francis’s job was not relegat- or the science side. I had a faned to fetching higher-ups their tastic time at my internship ,and
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I would suggest this program to
anyone interested in science,” he
remarked.
Sam Berger also took advantage of his summer by participating in a business internship at
America’s Growth Capital Partners, an investment bank. Essentially, it takes on small, start-up
technology companies as clients-for instance, a company that
Facebook might buy. America’s
Growth Capital Partners helps
them to get purchased and do public offerings on the stock market,
or get financing if the company is
a new company that needs start-up
money to get going.
“For me, it was a desk job, in
that I had my own desk. But to a
large extent, I helped out when I
was needed. It was kind of a mix
of both,” Berger said.
Berger, who interned with fellow classmate Tom Barker, adopted a very different summer
schedule than a typical teenager’s.
“I worked five days a week from
8am to 6pm,” Berger said. “[I had
to wake up] at 5:45, either woken
up by my alarm or shaken by my
dad.”
Berger then had to make his
way to the train station to catch a
train to South Stationthat would
get him to the office by 8am.
“Usually, by 8:10 or 8:15, we’d
have our first projects on the
desks, which would either be box
profiles or executive bios, or any
sort of research, [such as] finding
contact information for executives
in certain fields.”
Berger and Barker also had to
spend time learning how work
at the standard of the company.
“There’s [always a certain] way
that AGC Partners wants you to do
your presentation, because [they
have] a company standard. But
they also [taught] us how to use
some of the technology, whether it
[was] setting up web conferences
or something else.”
On the last Thursday of his
internship, he and Tom Barker
went to dinner with their fellow
co-workers. “It was kind of fun
just meeting up with all the people
from the office, and the smallworld aspect of it was it was all
these finance guys coming together from investment banks and
that sort of thing. It’s a very small,
tight-knit community. One of the
guys who I was sitting right next to
didn’t work at America’s Growth
Capital. He was actually a Rivers
graduate, so it was fun interacting
with him and getting to know how
small the world actually is.” For
Berger, meeting someone whose
path his future might one day
mimic was exciting.
Maddie Bauer also found herself making the most of her summer at an internship-- not in a
company, however, but in the office of the Senate Counsel in the
State House where the lawyers to
the Senate work. Her job consisted of sorting bills, bringing bills
to be to be engrossed, and checking bills that came in for edits and
constitutionality. In addition, Bauer had the opportunity to observe
the Senate in session.
Continued on page 4
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Students forgo a lazy summer to take dreams to the next level

Continued from page 3
“This internship showed me all
of the behind the scenes work that
happens in government. I was inspired by all of the hard work that
the people in the office put into
their jobs,” Bauer said.
“This opened me up to a new
set of experiences that broadened
my knowledge about the inner
workings of government. I learned
that government is more than just
what we learn about [in] American
history; it is a truly effective body
to carry out the important (and not
so important) legislation that we
take for granted in our everyday
life,” she raved.
Just as Bauer learned through
her summer internship at the State
House, so too did Tim Barns,
though subject matter certainly
varied quite a bit. Barns spent two
weeks this summer at the Military
Adventure Camp in Millersburg,
Kentucky.
Barns, who has been interested
in the military and the U.S. armed
forces for many years, found the
camp by looking up military summer camps online. Though he initially found it difficult to find exactly the kind of program he was
looking for, he eventually found
the Military Adventure Camp.
“It was dedicated to teaching
young adults what the military is
like, and was meant for people
like me who want to serve in our
nations Armed Forces.”
As is true with the actual military, Barns had to meet qualifications in order to attend the camp,
where Basic Cadet Training lasts
two weeks. In order to enroll, one
must meet certain physical requirements, show genuine interest in the camp, and cannot have
a criminal background.
“I had to have a phone interview with the admissions officer
to show that I was interested in
the camp and not being forced
by my parents to attend military
school,” Barns said earnestly.
Barns’s experience was similar to that of a new soldier in
training in terms of the physical
exercise required of him and its
emphasis on hard work. His day
began at 6am for physical training. Every day from 8am until
6pm, he and his fellow comrades
trained, stopping only for a break
for lunch at noon.
When reflecting on his experience at the Military Adventure
Camp and what he learned there,
Barns said, “The camp taught me
to never give up on myself and
never let my fellow cadets down.
I learned the four Warrior Ethos
and I live by them. I will always
place the mission first, I will never accept defeat, I will never quit,
[and] I will never leave a fallen
comrade.” All of these are lessons
that the military impresses upon
its troops, and lessons that Barns
will carry with him through his
daily life beyond military camp.
Some people wonder to exactly what degree summer internships, camps, and jobs affect
one’s work ethic. In the world

we live in now, it is imperative
that people complete a task in a
reasonable span of time. During
the summer, most people let their
work ethics go out the window.
Those few people who get
summer jobs and internships,
however, do not get the chance to
let the quality of their work ethic
slip--not even for a moment--as
they keep up with their various
responsibilities. In this regard,

having a summer job or internship can teach you how to get
things done when quality work is
expected of you.
When asked whether his internship had a positive impact
on his work ethic, Sam Berger
replied, “Most certainly. It’s difficult to convince yourself to
wake up at 5:45 and then work
on stuff that you’re not that familiar with [at] a very fast pace,

because that’s what is expected
of you. [But the internship] just
taught me to persevere and keep
going through all the adversity of
getting [accustomed] to the new
technology in the office and how
things are supposed to be done
and to just push through, make
mistakes and ask questions.”
Needless to say, all of these
seniors learned from their experiences this summer, whether it was

an internship or a summer camp,
and will surely reflect fondly on
their memories of a well-spent
summer.
As Berger remarked about his
experience as a whole, “The internship was great. Obviously, it
was a different way to spend the
summer, but I wouldn’t take it
back at any moment, and it was
definitely something that I was
excited about every day.”

Tim Barns ‘13 (top and bottom right) and Maddie Bauer ‘13 (bottom left) pursue their interests over the summer. Photos courtesy of Facebook Stalking.
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Study up on Devon’s ‘How to
Survive High School 101’
Continued from page 1
for some reason have the remains
of an ancient dinosaur displayed
in our cafeteria, Rivers is a pretty
civilized and welcoming space.
With that said, any new environment is intimidating and takes
some time to get used to. But
hopefully after you have read this
article, you will have a somewhat
better understanding of the Rivers
community and its eccentric figures. If not, then I at least hope this
was semi-entertaining for you to
read, and you should just do what
I did to survive middle and high
school: wing it.
Now, to start off, there is one
key piece of advice that applies
at any school, which I think is especially important to your happiness at Rivers. Do not be late. If
you haven’t already met S-Don,
you certainly will in the very near
future, and do not let her warm
smile fool you; she has a special
ability to prey on the late people.
I can say this with experience,
because over my six years at Rivers, I would have to categorize my
morning check-ins as: 40% late,
50% with 3-5 minutes to spare,
and the rare 10% of being on time,
usually when I was forced to come
in early by a teacher (note: I just
made those statistics up; there is no
mathematical truth behind those).
A string of late attendances
will most likely land you a detention, but even worse, just one late
mark will often put you at risk of
receiving several sarcastic sneers
and “Oh--you’re actually on time
today!” remarks, courtesy of SDon. While that friendly banter
can sometimes be entertaining, I
have discovered it is difficult to
move up and land yourself a spot
on S-Don’s “tolerated/liked” list.
There is one other person on
campus whom you should aim to
please in order to save yourself
from a lot of grief. That person is
BT, and you have probably seen
him directing traffic in the morning or yelling at people for being late (see the common theme
here?). There is one crucial lesson
that I have just learned in this past
year when it comes to getting on
BT’s good side: Do not attempt to
get into lunch any earlier than you
are allowed to.
I know, the food is sitting right
there, and the rest of the cafeteria
is completely empty, but for some
reason you have to wait for the
clock to strike at the exact time
that your lunch period begins be-

fore you can start eating.
On a related note, during lunch
mods, do not try to sneak into
lunch when it is the other grades’
times to eat. I made this mistake
this year, figuring I could pass for
a small freshman, but BT, like SDon, has eyes like a hawk. If you
are ever caught in this situation,
do what I do, and simply pretend
you really did think it was time for
your grade to eat. There is a 99.9%
chance that BT will come back
with a quick remark about how
none of the other students in the
cafeteria are in your grade, but just
humbly accept your failure and
wait your turn.
This next piece of advice goes
out specifically to middle/high
school boys. Every year, without failure, I have seen a variety
of boys make this same mistake.
Now, boys, I know it seems quite
logical to assume that wrestling/
outright shouting would be an acceptable activity in the library, but
for some strange reason, Ms. Devore just has no patience for it. I
have seen boys get kicked out of
the library almost as many times
as I have been yelled at by S-Don.
It even came to the point that during my freshman year, our entire
grade was banned from the library
for two weeks. People who don’t
choose to participate in the various
wrestling matches that take place
in the library were completely
perplexed that teachers were actually telling students that they could
not enter the library to study. So,
I guess this no-roughhousing-inthe-library rule is one we just have
to accept with open arms, because
I don’t think Ms. Devore is going
to be more lenient about this anytime soon.
As someone who’s been a Rivers student since seventh grade,
these are basically the three main
pieces of advice I have for you
all. After reading this, you new
students might be completely terrified of our teachers, but believe
me, they are actually pretty okay.
Now, there are many other smaller
tips that I’d like to present to you
in list form. Feel free to browse
them at your leisure:.
Well, I’m sure I am no Ned Bigby from the classic Nickelodeon
show, but hopefully you are able
to make some use of this advice.
Most importantly, enjoy your time
at Rivers and the relationships you
make, because your time here will
go by much more quickly than you
expect.

5 Fast Tips to Surviving Rivers
1) Students tend to throw their backpacks literally anywhere
they please in between classes. Put them somewhere you remember. Running around as a freshman searching for a black backpack
that almost everybody else in the school owns while terrified of
being late for class is as enjoyable as it sounds.
2) Students at Rivers love to make videos to present at all
school. While some kids thrive on being caught on camera, it is
one thing that I attempt to avoid at all costs. If you see someone coming at you with any sort of recording device, run the
other way.
3) You might think this next piece of advice seems stupid, but
I think you’ll thank me in a month or two: most of the doors at
Rivers are unexpectedly heavy. I sometimes have to literally put
my entire body weight on the door in order to pry it open. This can
cause extreme awkwardness if there is a line of people backing up
behind you. Special doors to watch out for are the ones leading
into the library and Haynes.
4) Commit to a few clubs. Yes, they’re a great learning experience and you will make lasting friendships and feel like you are a
part of a team, and all that great stuff. But most importantly,
you’ll thank yourself come senior year when it is time to fill out
your extracurricular activities on your college applications and
you do not have to leave the space blank. But yeah, all those first
reasons I listed are totally way more important!
5) Lastly, if you’re having a bad day, go to your advisor. It is
his/her job to be nice to you and support you, so you really cannot lose there. Also, if you are ever feeling like you are not the
best at something, do yourself the favor of meeting Mr. Halloran.
His “You’re tha best!” will surely make your day.
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A Word of Advice to the Newcomer:
The key to a happy, healthy
four years of high school is
becoming comfortable being
yourself, even in awkward,
high-pressure situations.
By Sam Higgins ‘14
Assistant Editor
Entering a new environment is
unnerving for virtually everyone;
no one I know is comfortable in
the face of uncertainty. Because
the out-of-control makes us uncomfortable, there’s a natural tendency to distract and distance ourselves from the seemingly adverse
reality. Starting high school or being introduced to any sort of unfamiliar territory can be particularly
flustering, and most of us instinctively try to seek their own zone of
comfort; we become friends with
our “type” and take few risks.
Some of us are pros at this;
we’ve had the same friends since
we were ten, and we’ll do whatever it takes to remain in that safety
zone that keeps distress farthest
at bay--but no real growth comes
out of our reluctance. What I offer for suggestion is for us all to, at
some point, break from our norm
and take risks so as not to limit
ourselves from the surrounding
world.
The first way that we limit ourselves, is keeping all of our opinions to ourselves; sometimes we
choose not to voice what we really
think for fear of offending someone or drawing attention. Not to
say that voicing every thought in
your head is always appropriate,
but by doing this all the time, we
cut our true selves off from people
and the surrounding community.
We create our own illusion of safety that--really, if you think about
it--only puts us disadvantage.
I’ll acknowledge that it is challenging to totally immerse oneself
in a group of unknown people and
a foreign social structure and not
feel the need to conform-- it takes
time to fully familiarize oneself
with new people enough to feel
comfortable being yourself, and
that leap of faith to see if others
will accept you as you are is very
intimidating. But there is a very
common misconception: people
are not as distant or scary as they
seem.
With a little bit of courage,
confidence and willingness to face
the unknown, one can flourish in
these sorts of situations. All of the
most well-liked people are unapologetic in being completely themselves. Finding companionship as
a newcomer is less terrifying than
people conceive it to be, and the

more one accepts that, the easier it
will be for him to develop genuine
connections with his community.
Never hesitate to be yourself and
take risks with people, and you
will soon form intimate relationships with peers around whom you
can really be yourself.
As we students go through high
school, we tend to think that every
decision in our lives is pivotal-but the truth is, the “who-I-talkto”s, “what-this-person-thinks-ofme”s and “what-I-wear”s really
shouldn’t dictate our motivations
or be the cause of our stress; simply, we shouldn’t fear our reputations will be damaged or our lives
ruined if not every single moment
is within our comfort zone.
Honestly, with grades, sports,
music, and college, we just don’t
have the time or effort to waste on
pretending to be someone else. It
can sometimes get consuming and
overwhelming; sometimes we find
ourselves in an inescapable pattern
filled with work, practice, stress,
and the inevitable crashing at the
end of the day-- so what we really
need are friends that we can just
have fun around and unwind with
after a stressful week.
Another piece of advice for
us all is not to let the inevitable
stresses of school distract us and
damage our ability to fully appreciate and embrace our resources
and the world around us. We
shouldn’t exclusively preoccupy
ourselves with grades, homework,
sports and music, for while they
have unquestioned importance, it’s
critical to remember that the most
important job we have as highschoolers is just figuring out who
we are. If we give, say, homework
the power to dictate how we live,
we’ll find ourselves not enjoying
what should be a really fun period
of our lives.
At the same time, however, it’s
possible to take a professional attitude towards our responsibilities without letting them be allconsuming. If you don’t let your
impediments and mistakes stress
you out, you’ll find yourself truly
excelling at remaining present and
fostering a solid work ethic. Take
ownership of your work and excel at what you do while bearing a
calm yet diligent demeanor. Work
hard during the day, and come
home relaxed and proud rather
than stressed and exhausted.
Another way to break free of
our self-imposed limits is to stay
wary of falling into patterns. People are drawn to routines; the con-

ception of a planned out day with a
clear incentive is naturally appealing because it allows us to focus
on a predetermined set of tasks,
without having to worry about the
world at large. While routines are
excellent for developing critical
skills, they are more limiting than
most realize. When one grows too
content with his personal needs
and activities, there is often no desire to try something different or
make a new friend.
A world full of diverse people
and opportunities surrounds us everyday, and even though most of
us know that, we ought to take advantage of it as much as possible.
For some reason, we sometimes
think that it’s better to disconnect
from the world because that seems
easier.
Instead, try not to always hang
out in the same spot after school

every day, or sit at exactly the
same table every lunch.
People
sometimes
resist
branching out and instead confine
themselves to their routines because they fear change. We avoid
the unknown because it can cause
discomfort, but confronting the
unknown allows people to grow in
miraculous ways. Sometimes what
we do when life has no clear direction can end up being our greatest
accomplishment. When life feels
like a void full of doubt, it forces
us to adapt and grow, and eventually we begin to adjust.
Incoming freshmen experience
this void to a profuse extent, for
they have four years ahead to define themselves in the Rivers community. In a sense, Rivers veterans
are at more of a disadvantage than
the newcomers, seeing as they
have less of a need to explore their

interests and establish themselves.
My advice to all members of the
Rivers community is to never
settle. Keep an exploring mentality, and rather than doing things
for the sake of persevering, truly
embrace the world around you and
learn to live with uncertainty.
Throughout one’s high school
career and beyond, it is necessary
to push beyond one’s boundaries and enter new communities.
Along the way it is customary to
feel afraid and lost at times, but it
don’t shield yourself from risk taking. Know that Rivers is truly an
amazing place; learn to love and
make the most of your time here
while it lasts.
Have faith in yourself, and find
your passions as you craft your
legacy. Be strong and have courage. Aim to thrive, rather than
merely survive.

Set yourself up for academic success
by devising the best system for you
Continued from page 1.
that you can clear your thoughts
as soon as possible.
Personally, I have changed
my method of organization over
the past few years, and I am still
trying to tweak my methods in
order to find one that works best.
Originally, I had a binder for every class that I kept in my locker.
I would go to my locker either at
lunch or during a study hall period to switch out the books in
my bag. This worked for a while,
but as the folders began filling
up with papers, my bag began
weighing me down. Therefore,
halfway through the year, I began
using a homework binder. In this
binder, I kept the papers I would
need for homework or for class
that day; at the end of the day, I
would re-file those papers in the
respective class’s binder so that
everything stayed organized. Although I found this method to
be effective at the time, it took a
lot of diligence to make sure my
homework binder didn’t get too
full and too unorganized. This
method worked for me, but some
people I have spoken to think this
is too tedious and therefore prefer
simply having a binder for each
class.
I use a planner in which I write
all my assignments and the due
dates, because some teachers use
a syllabus instead of Podium. I
choose to take both methods of
assigning homework and consolidate in my planner so that I know
for sure I have all of it. I know
some people simply use their
heads to organize and remember
what all they have due the next
day, and some people stick to
Podium. Personally, I have found

that I need to use a syllabus, Podium, and memory, which I then
write down, because just like all
students organize differently, all
teachers designate assignments
differently. All I say is, to each
his own.
So, how does all this matter in
the long run? I asked a few highschool students and a few college
students three questions: 1) How
do you organize for school? 2)
Is it working for you? 3) What
will you change next year to improve? I decided to compare what
college students said with the responses of the high-schoolers in
order to see if anything changes.
Alternatively, maybe there are
some organization methods that
work for college that high-school
students may be able to incorporate into their own lives in order
to ascertain what works best for
them sooner rather than later.
High school students gave me
the following answers:
Question 1: Binder with dividers and a notebook for each class;
not all binders and textbooks go
to/from home everyday
Question 2: It is working in that
everything stays organized for the
most part (not including the occasional loose paper) but bags often
get too heavy to handle
Question 3: Use the locker
more; keep individual binders at
home and one binder in the backpack with the work for all classes,
which can be filed into individual
binders at home
College students, on the other
hand, gave me the following answers:
Question 1: Make lists; send
yourself texts as reminders; use a
calendar; set allotments of time;

use apps that prevent you from
going onto certain websites.
Question 2: It is working very
well!
Question 3: Use a bookshelf so
that books are easier to find; save
files on the laptop in a more organized manner
Of course, classes at college
and at high school are completely
different experiences. College,
on the one hand, as is clear from
the responses, requires more time
management. High school students often just use Podium and
do assignments in order of due
dates. However, it is important at
college to know in advance what
assignments are due and when
they are due in order to work
backwards and towards a schedule. So, why wait till college to
implement this method of organization? I know I want to start this
year! I want to make lists and set
goals and even send myself reminders about what I have to do.
Organization is important and
clearly comes in many shapes
and forms. I, for one, know that
I don’t want to change the organization of my books and supplies.
However, I do know that I want
to improve my time-management
skills. I want to set a schedule for
myself and then stick to it. I want
to be able to prioritize my work
so as not to leave anything till the
last minute. I want everything in
my backpack and in my thoughts
to be ordered and neat. I want to
know what I’m going to do, when
I’m going to do it, and how long
I’m going to spend on it. The key
in the first few weeks of school is
to decide what you want to do and
how you want to organize. I think
the rest will just fall into place!
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Go Clubbing!
By Maddie Bauer ‘13
Opinions Editor

At the beginning of every new
school year, students, especially
freshman, are confronted with a

plethora of questions. To study,
or not to study? To read, or not to
read?
These are the obvious questions
that each student has to answer as
he or she gets back into the familiar
school day pattern. However, as the

year begins it is also important to
consider the not so obvious question: to join, or not to join?
To join what? One might ask.
The answer is simple: to join clubs.
Last Friday, everyone took part
in the club fair. All the clubs set

Letter from the Editor
Hey guys,
Welcome back to school! Crazy right?
All of a sudden, fall rolled around and--I’ll be honest--I panicked. Summer? Over? “Uh...I still
have, like, a million things to do before school starts,” I thought to myself. And then, come senior
orientation, I began hearing the question “What’d you do this summer?”
Okay. So what DID I do this summer?
Well... I’ll be honest...I didn’t do my summer reading (yet).
But other than that, I realized that I’d actually accomplished plenty in my summer, after all. It
took a lot more brain-power than I had been using these past couple of weeks to remember my
summer from start to finish, but it turns out, this summer was pretty successful. If you’re anything like me--if you’re panicking because you don’t know if you’ve done much over the summer at all--maybe the following couple of questions will help jog your memory and reassure you
that summer didn’t pass you by without leaving you with a few accomplishments on your belt:
1) Did you sleep in past noon at least once?
If so, congratulations-- you caught up on some of those lost hours of sleep from the school
year.
2) Beach day?
Check. That summer tan is an accomplishment. Own it, love it. Let’s just hope you used sunscreen.
3) Watch a sick amount of TV/movies?
Hey--no judgement. It means you’re a cultured human being. I watched more episodes of
“How I Met Your Mother” than I’d like to admit. Oh, and every season of “Avatar, the Last Airbender” (great show).
See? You’re doing great so far, right? If you only made it up to here, that still counts as pretty
good in my book. No summer is successful if you leave it more stressed out than when it started.
But, if you’re really going for gold, here are a few more:
4) Did you have a job?
Working is probably one of the best things you can do over the summer, especially if you got
paid. I’m a huge believer that work experience is just as valuable as school education. Whether
it’s babysitting, working as a camp counselor, interning, or mowing lawns, you can find yourself
having a lot of fun and gaining a “real-world” experience that you would not necessarily have
time for during the school year. I loved being a Starbucks barista over the summer; I had a ton of
fun with coworkers late nights before closing, perfected my frappuccino whip-cream technique,
and met a ton of cool customers. Get this: one of them was a British aircraft engineer, professional photographer and part-time comedian.
5) Did you spend some time giving back to the community?
The best part of community service is the huge range of ways you can give back. Summer
gives you the time to really pick a project that interests you; besides just being a great humanbeing thing to do for others, community service is another one of those great ways to gain “realworld” experiences. For me, that project was “Spare Change,” a local newspaper that focuses on
homelessness in the Boston area. I got to work with a ton of really interesting people and learned
a lot from the articles I edited-- articles that were not only providing income for the homeless
vendors on the street, but also raising awareness of the issues in the area.
Alright, if you’re still more or less keeping up so far, I’d say, congratulations, you can call it
a day and claim you’ve had a pretty awesome summer. But if you’re feeling up for it, here are a
couple of bonus questions:
6) Summer romance?
I definitely noticed a few new couples going into senior orientation and heard of plenty of
summer romances over the summer. There’s just something about summer that really appeals
to our inner romantics. Maybe you had that one magical kiss with some guy you’re never going
to see ever again, or you’re thinking about that 2-am starry night you spent on the roof cuddling with someone--maybe you had some hot summer hookups. If you’re leaving summer with
some new memories like that, then I’m willing to bet that your summer was pretty awesome.
7) Do you have a story worth telling from over the summer?
My good friend Lindsay Burroughs is a great example of this: if you see her in the hallways,
make sure to ask her about the time she fell out a window, climbed a 50-foot pole, or got kicked
out of a building for being a fire hazard. Not sure if I have any stories to top hers, but if you have
those summer war-hero stories, I’m sure you’ve done pretty well for yourself.
Hopefully you’re a little bit more at ease about your summer, and feeling like you’re going into
the 2012-2013 school year with some more experience--or at least a few more stories-- than
you left the last year with. Here at the Edge, we’re getting geared up for an awesome year. Look
forward to getting to know more about your peers, teachers, Edge writers, and editors! On behalf
of us all-- can’t wait to hear some awesome summer-stories, and welcome back to school!
Best,

Arianna Zhang,
Editor-In-Chief
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But not that kind of clubbing...

Get the insider’s scoop on club offerings and
know what to expect at this year’s club fair!
up tables and shared information
about what they do and students
signed up for the clubs they were
interested in.
Students walked around the
plethora of tables set up on the turf
field in MacDowell as clubs called
out their names, persuading them
to take a look, or at least a piece
of candy, at their table. To some,
the scene was overwhelming; to
others, it was truly fun; to some, it
might have seemed insignificant.
Every year though, an interesting phenomenom occurs; the different types of club-joiners can
esserntialy be broken down into
three different categories. The first
type of club joiner is the person that
signs their name up on every possible list. They see a club that sounds
interesting and immediately commit to this club. They are excited
by the possibilities that each club
holds, but they soon realize that
the number of clubs they joined is
simply unrealistic. If you were this
type of person, then be careful; now
it’s time to make your decisions.
Be careful not to over commit and
make sure to choose the clubs that
you truly want to participate in.
The second type of club joiner
is the student who knows what
they want. They had one club that
they have already done or that they
found interesting, and after writing their name down on that sign
up sheet, they feel they have taken
part in the club scene. This person
should know that it is important
not to limit his options. It is great
to know what you want, but is also
a unique experience to try to enjoy
a club that you never would have
expected to find interesting. Even
though club fair has already happened, it’s never too late to join a
club! Just ask around and start attending meetings.
The last type of club joiner is
the student who had no desire to
join any clubs. Let’s face it, there
were quite a few of these people.
This person might have had a variety of reasons for not wanting to
join any clubs; maybe they want ed
more time with their friends during
club blocks, or were already busy
and didn’t want the extra work; or,
they just simply did not find any of
the clubs to their liking. This student should try to pick out a club
that best suits his interests--even
if it’s not a perfect fit, it’s worth a
try. Some good options for these
people are clubs that do not meet
that frequently or clubs that do not
require too much additional work.
Still not satisfied with the selection of clubs? Start your own! The
sky is the limit with potential club
ideas.
Once you have highlighted your
potential weaknesses as a club
joiner, the next step is to pick a
club (or a few!). In this stage of the
‘clubbing’ process, many problems
can arise. The number of clubs you
just signed up for may seem over-

whelming, or the club leaders may
seem intimidating. Maybe you’re
daunted by the fact that none of
your friends signed up for the club
you were interested in. The bottom
line is that the clubs were designed
to be joined. Club leaders run
their clubs in an effort to involve
the whole school in an interest of
theirs.
Considering a club? If you
wrote your name down on the list,
you might as well commit to one or
two meetings. If you decide that it
is not for you, no one will force you
to stay. But maybe, just maybe you
will discover an interest or hobby
that could change who you are.
Are you interested in engineering? Join the Robotics Club. Do
you have a strong point of view
about pressing issues? Join the
Debate Club. ¿Quieres hablar español? Join the Spanish Club. Do
you love to sample cheese? The
cheese club might be the club for
you! Do you wish you could write
in this very newspaper? Join The
Edge.
There are many types of clubs
at Rivers. The fact that many of
these clubs require additional work
is sometimes a deterrent to students but do not let the amount of
work you think a club will be guide
your decisions. Join what sounds
interesting to you, because if you
enjoy the club that you are in, then
the work will not be “homework”;
rather it will be an interesting means
of engaging yourself with the club.
Many often use the expression, “If
you love what you do, you will
never have to work a day in your
life.” While this might not be true
in the real world, this expression is
very true with clubs. Keep this in
mind as you ponder what might be
your real interest.
Every club is like an open-door
to a new aspect of the Rivers Experience. You can meet that kid in
the grade above you that you would
have never talked to otherwise.
You can get to know that teacher
who has never taught you. You
can travel around the country and
meet students outside of Rivers that
you’d never meet otherwise.
Are you a junior or senior and
feel that you are wasting your time
reading this article? Think again.
It’s never too late to try something
new. Plus, it doesn’t look bad for
college. Are you a freshman reading this article? Pick a few clubs
and stick with it for a few years; an
exciting leadership position could
be down the road for you.
The club scene is often an overlooked aspect of Rivers life. Everyday students are so inundated with
schoolwork and athletics that they
forget what else Rivers has to offer.
The Rivers club experience is what
you make of it. Don’t feel confined
by the three type of club joiners
mentioned above. Be your own
person. Make your own club. Become a leader in our community.

Welcome
Back to
School!

THE

QUAD

With love,
-The Edge Staff

-Laugh, Breathe, RelaxIt’s a sunny day here on the Quad.

Sedulitasa

The Edge
Needs You!
Want to...
-Send us your reactions to this issue?
-Suggest articles for the next issue?
-Have us print an advertisement?
-Become a staff writer or photographer?
-Submit campus-related humor?
If so, email me at a.zhang@rivers.org. We’re also going to
have a staff panel on Tuesday, September 11th during club

Humor by Maddie B. and Devon K.
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block in Haynes 16 to answer any questions you might have
about what we do and how you can get publishe!
Be sure to like us Facebook at:

https://www.facebook.com/TheRiversEdge.newsource
See y’all around campus...

Arianna Zhang

Editor-in-Chief

THE RIVERS EDGE is published by the students of The Rivers School and may be subscribed to for twenty dollars a
year. THE EDGE is a forum for the ideas and concerns of the
student body, and letters and contributions from the entire
Rivers community-students, faculty, staff, parents and alumniare welcomed and encouraged. Unsigned letters will not be
published, but names will be withheld upon request. We reserve
the right to edit all letters both for size and content. Please
send to The Editor, THE RIVERS EDGE, 333 Winter Street,
Weston, MA 02493.

